
           

 
AUGUST 2020      

LCV Market Overview 

Soaring trade demand for used LCVs and rising prices marked the easing of Covid-19 lockdown rules last month, just 
around the time we issued the July edition of the guide. Arguably, it was hardly surprising that there would be a surge in 
used LCV sales as soon as retailers opened their doors again, however, it’s questionable if this was simply the release of 
pent-up retail demand, or there were other matters at play.   
 
According to our research, trade demand for used LCVs gained momentum throughout the lockdown period with the 
number of online-only auction sales transactions increasing daily. At the time of reviewing the guide values for the August 
edition, sales transactions were getting back to normal levels. Since there were no physical auction sales last month, the 
vast majority if not all of these were trade sales because, generally, online auction accounts are only granted to registered 
trade buyers. 
 
New LCV Registrations 
 

   
  
According to the SMMT, year-to-date registrations of new LCVs were down by around 45% by the end of July. That’s around 
88,300 fewer vehicles than were registered at the same year-to-date point last year.  
 
Professional buyers will be only too aware of the impact this is likely to have on the supply of stock to the used LCV wholesale 
market in the months ahead. Competition between buyers to procure the most desirable vehicles whilst they still can, along with 
speculation of future stock shortages, is currently a major contributor to rising market prices.    
 
Auction officials we’ve spoken to share similar concerns over the supply of used stock to the market, however, on a more positive 
note, the logistics logjam which was adding to the problem has now eased as vehicle collection and delivery timescales have 
improved significantly.  



           

 
Sector Market Shares and Price Performances 
Please note that all references to sector price performances against the guide are in relation to the large amount of 
research data we collect and analyse each month. We use this data extensively to identify market trends and determine 
any adjustments to the guide values.  

 
Sales Performance 3 Month Trend by Sector 
 
 May June July 
LCV Sector Performance Performance Performance 

City Van 100.5% 105.5% 108.5% 
Small Van 98.9% 105.9% 110.1% 
Medium Van 99.1% 103.5% 108.2% 
Large Van 97.7% 105.9% 108.8% 
Over 3.5T 104.9% 101.4% 112.0% 
4x4 Pick-up Workhorse 93.1% 98.7% 107.3% 
4x4 Pick-up Lifestyle SUV 97.2% 99.4% 105.7% 
Forward Control Vehicle 82.4% 102.6% 103.5% 
Chassis - Derived 97.0% 105.9% 112.4% 
Mini-bus 93.6% 92.1% 90.6% 
Vat Qualifying 100.5% 98.3% 99.3% 
Total Market 98.3% 103.8% 108.1% 

 
The overall strength of the used LCV market last month is clearly shown in the table above.  
 
Growth in online shopping - boost to panel van sales 
Increasing demand for small, medium and large panel vans is being driven largely by the growth of online shopping. The 
Coronavirus pandemic has clearly accelerated what was already a growing trend in the way we choose to shop.  Further 
evidence in support of this can be found in the sheer number of job vacancies available for van delivery owner drivers 
across the UK. 
 
Social distancing and its effect on the Minibus sector  
Social distancing rules seems to have put paid to transporting people around in Minibuses and VAT Qualifying 8-11 Seat 
people carriers - at least for the time being. Auctioneers have reported a distinct lack of interest in them during sales and 
buyers are clearly reluctant to pay current guide values. Consequently, market prices have continued to fall. However, 
there are some specialised minibus buyers who seem to be more optimistic and may be stockpiling them as market prices 
fall, confident that the market will eventually come back. 
 
Staycation instead of foreign package holidays - driving Lifestyle 4x4 sales? 
Considering that we are apparently on the brink of what the Chancellor described as a recession of unprecedented scale 
with warnings of ‘more hardship to come’, if anything we would have expected the demand for Lifestyle 4x4 Pickups to tail 
off. Instead the retail market for them remains as strong as ever with trade market prices increasing significantly. Whilst we 
would normally associate the growing staycation market segment with medium-sized van camper conversions, Lifestyle 
4x4s are also growing in popularity with caravanners and campers alike. Ideally suited for carrying camping equipment, 



           

 
bikes and all the other paraphernalia you might need for a stay in the great outdoors, maybe some of that holiday money 
previously destined for foreign shores is finding its way into this sector.  
 
Guide Price Adjustments in this Edition 
The guide prices of most models across of the LCV sector have gone up on average by +6.5% in this edition. 
 
Using 3 years / 60,000 miles as a benchmark, the average percentage and monetary movements shown in the table below 
are intended to give an indication of the extent of the price adjustments that were necessary in order to reflect current 
market prices for this edition. 

August: LCV Used Guide Price Movements 3 year / 60k 

LCV Sector Average % 
Movement 

Average £ 
Movement 

City Van 5.5% £238 
Small Van 6.4% £358 
Medium Van 4.4% £456 
Large Van 5.7% £536 
Over 3.5T 7.2% £907 
4x4 Pick-up Workhorse 4.7% £435 
4x4 Pick-up Lifestyle SUV 3.8% £476 
Forward Control Vehicle 7.4% £913 
Chassis - Derived 7.4% £795 
Mini-bus -4.9% -£665 
Vat Qualifying -0.1% -£10 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



           

 
Top 10 best-selling used LCV models and indicative guide price movements   
The following tables contain the Top 10 selling models in each sector in our research data, ranked in sales volume order. 
The aim of these tables is to give an indication of the models that are driving the market sector by sector. 

There is also a list of the model ranges which have over or under-performed in relation to the average sector price 
adjustments made in this edition. The percentage values shown in brackets alongside the model ranges listed give an 
indication of any individual guide price adjustments at model range level.   

City Vans 
 

CAPId City Van 

26326 FIESTA DIESEL - 1.6 TDCi ECOnetic Van 
26324 FIESTA DIESEL - 1.5 TDCi Van 
14413 FIORINO CARGO DIESEL - 1.3 16V Multijet SX Van 
20800 FIORINO CARGO DIESEL - 1.3 16V Multijet SX Van Start Stop 
30869 TRANSIT COURIER DIESEL - 1.5 TDCi Van 
30873 TRANSIT COURIER DIESEL - 1.6 TDCi Trend Van 
34795 BIPPER DIESEL - 1.3 HDi 75 Professional [Nav] [non Start/Stop] 
24216 NEMO DIESEL - 1.3 HDi LX [non Start/Stop] 
30871 TRANSIT COURIER DIESEL - 1.5 TDCi Trend Van 
34481 FIESTA DIESEL - 1.5 TDCi Sport Van 

 
City Vans accounted for around 4.1% of all LCV sales in our research data last month with Ford Fiesta models taking a 52% 
share of sector sales.  The combined sales of Fiat Fiorino, Peugeot Bipper and Citroen Nemo amounted to a 32% share 
whilst Corsavan’s share was around 15%. On average the guide values have gone up +5.5% (£238) in this edition, however, 
individual price adjustments have been made to the following model ranges… 
 

CITROEN NEMO (16-18) VAN (0%) CITROEN NEMO (08-16) VAN (7.7%) 
FIAT FIORINO E6 (16- ) VAN (8%) FIAT FIORINO (08-16) VAN (8%) 
FORD COURIER (14- ) VAN (8%) FORD FIESTA (09-18) VAN (6.7%) 
MINI CLUBVAN (12-14) VAN (2%) PEUGEOT BIPPER (08-17) VAN (7.7%) 
PEUGEOT 207 (07-12) VAN (2%) VAUXHALL ASTRAVAN (98-06) VAN (0%) 
PEUGEOT BIPPER (16-18) VAN (0%) VAUXHALL CORSAVAN (94-07) VAN (2.6%) 
VAUXHALL ASTRAVAN (06-13) VAN (0%) FORD FIESTA (05-09) VAN (6.7%) 
VAUXHALL CORSAVAN (07-19) VAN (2.6%)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



           

 
Small Vans 
 

CAPId Small Van 

38471 BERLINGO L1 DIESEL - 1.6 BlueHDi 625Kg Enterprise 75ps 
28266 CADDY C20 DIESEL - 1.6 TDI 102PS Startline Van 
34756 CADDY C20 DIESEL - 2.0 TDI BlueMotion Tech 102PS Startline Van 
18445 BERLINGO L1 DIESEL - 1.6 HDi 625Kg Enterprise 75ps 
38472 BERLINGO L1 DIESEL - 1.6 BlueHDi 850Kg Enterprise 100ps 
28276 CADDY MAXI C20 DIESEL - 1.6 TDI 102PS Startline Van 
30768 NV200 DIESEL - 1.5 dCi Acenta Van 
38515 PARTNER L1 DIESEL - 850 1.6 BlueHDi 100 Professional Van [non SS] 
37709 TRANSIT CONNECT 220 L1 DIESEL - 1.5 TDCi 100ps Van 
37702 TRANSIT CONNECT 200 L1 DIESEL - 1.5 TDCi 120ps Limited Van 

 
With auction officials reporting exceptionally strong demand for panel vans across all sectors last month there was clear 
evidence in support of this in our research data particularly for Berlingo and Caddy. Whilst the sector market share was 
only up slightly at 22.5% the average sector price performance was 110.1%.  
 
On average guide values have gone up by +6.4% (£358) to reflect the current market, however, some model ranges have 
had individual adjustments applied; these are listed below.  
 

CITROEN BERLINGO (18- ) VAN (4.9%) CITROEN C15 (89-05) VAN (3.5%) 
FIAT DOBLO CARGO E6 (16- ) VAN (8%) FIAT DOBLO CARGO (10-17) VAN (8%) 
FORD CONNECT (18- ) T200-T240 VAN FACELIFT (2.9%) FIAT DOBLO CARGO (10-19) COMBI VAN (8%) 
M-B CITAN (13- ) VAN (8%) FIAT DOBLO CARGO (11- ) DROP (8%) 
NISSAN NV200 (09- ) VAN (8%) FORD CONNECT (09-13) T200-T230 VAN (5%) 
PEUGEOT PARTNER E6 (18- ) VAN (4.9%) PEUGEOT PARTNER (08-17) VAN (8%) 
RENAULT KANGOO E6 (16- ) VAN (8%) RENAULT KANGOO (08-13) VAN (8%) 
VAUXHALL COMBO E6 (18- ) VAN (4.9%) RENAULT KANGOO COMPACT (08-12) VAN (8%) 
VW CADDY E6 (16- ) VAN (5%) VAUXHALL COMBO (12-18) VAN (8%) 
CITROEN BERLINGO (16-19) VAN (4.9%) VW CADDY (10-15) C20 VAN (8%) 
FIAT DOBLO CARGO (15- ) E6  VAN (8%) CITROEN BERLINGO (02-12) VAN (8%) 
FORD CONNECT (13-19) T200-T240 VAN (8%) CITROEN BERLINGO (98-09) PET VAN (8%) 
NISSAN KUBISTAR (03-08) VAN (3.5%) FIAT DOBLO CARGO (01-10) VAN (8%) 
PEUGEOT PARTNER E6 (15-19) VAN (4.9%) FORD CONNECT (02-09) T200-T230 VAN (5%) 
RENAULT KANGOO (13-17) VAN (8%) PEUGEOT PARTNER (96-10) VAN (8%) 
VAUXHALL COMBO E6 (16-19) VAN (8%) RENAULT KANGOO (02-09) VAN (8%) 
VW CADDY (15-17) VAN (8%) VAUXHALL COMBO (01-12) VAN (8%) 
CITROEN BERLINGO (08-18) VAN (8%) VW CADDY (04-10) C20 VAN (8%) 

 
 
 
 
 
 



           

 
Medium Vans 
 

CAPId Medium Van 

35797 TRANSIT CUSTOM 270 L1 DIESEL FWD - 2.0 TDCi 130ps Low Roof Limited Van 
42069 TRANSIT CUSTOM 300 L1 DIESEL FWD - 2.0 EcoBlue 130ps Low Roof Limited Van 
35807 TRANSIT CUSTOM 290 L1 DIESEL FWD - 2.0 TDCi 105ps Low Roof Van 
25441 TRANSIT CUSTOM 270 L1 DIESEL FWD - 2.2 TDCi 125ps Low Roof Limited Van 
25458 TRANSIT CUSTOM 310 L1 DIESEL FWD - 2.2 TDCi 125ps Low Roof Van 
25446 TRANSIT CUSTOM 290 L1 DIESEL FWD - 2.2 TDCi 100ps Low Roof Van 
39358 DISPATCH M DIESEL - 1000 1.6 BlueHDi 115 Van Enterprise 
34625 TRANSPORTER T28 SWB DIESEL - 2.0 TDI BMT 102 Highline Van Euro 6 
25475 TRANSIT CUSTOM 290 L2 DIESEL FWD - 2.2 TDCi 125ps Low Roof Limited Van 
25437 TRANSIT CUSTOM 270 L1 DIESEL FWD - 2.2 TDCi 100ps Low Roof Van 

 
The Medium Van sector continues to dominate the used LCV market with 32.3% share of all sector sales and an average 
price performance of 108.2% against the guide values. Setting the tone for whole of the used LCV market Ford Custom 
remains top of the pile in this sector taking around 44% of all sales in this sector last month.  
 
On average the guide values have gone up by +4.4% (£456) in this edition with the following notable exceptions… 
 

CITROEN DISPATCH E6 (19- ) VAN (4%) VAUXHALL VIVARO E6 (16-19) VAN (6%) 
FIAT TALENTO (16-20) VAN (8%) VW T6 TRANSPORTER (15-16) VAN (3%) 
FORD TRANSIT CUSTOM VAN E6 (17- ) (5%) CITROEN DISPATCH (07-16) VAN (7%) 
HYUNDAI ILOAD (09-20) VAN (2%) FIAT SCUDO (96-07) VAN (8%) 
M-B VITO E6 (15-20) CDi VAN (0%) FORD TRANSIT CUSTOM VAN (12-17) (8%) 
M-B VITO E6 (19- ) CDi VAN (new) (0%) M-B VITO (03-11) CDi VAN (4%) 
PEUGEOT EXPERT (19- ) VAN (NEW IDS) (2%) M-B VITO (03-11) DUALINER VAN (4%) 
PEUGEOT EXPERT E6 (16- ) VAN (2%) NISSAN PRIMASTAR (06-15) dCI VAN (7%) 
RENAULT TRAFIC E6 (16-20) dCi VAN (7%) PEUGEOT EXPERT (96-07) VAN (5%) 
TOYOTA PROACE E6 (16- ) VAN (8%) RENAULT TRAFIC (06-14) dCi VAN (4%) 
VAUXHALL VIVARO E6 (19- ) VAN (6%) TOYOTA HI-ACE (06-12) VAN (8%) 
VW T6 TRANSPORTER E6 (16- ) VAN (3%) VAUXHALL VIVARO (14-18) VAN (8%) 
CITROEN DISPATCH E6 (16- ) VAN (4%) VW T5 TRANSPORTER (10-16) VAN (3%) 
FIAT SCUDO (07-17) VAN (8%) CITROEN DISPATCH (96-07) VAN (7%) 
FORD TRANSIT CUSTOM VAN E6 (16-18) (7%) NISSAN PRIMASTAR (02-07) dCi VAN (7%) 
M-B VITO (10-15) CDi VAN (4%) RENAULT TRAFIC (01-07) dCi VAN (4%) 
M-B VITO (10-15) DUALINER VAN (4%) TOYOTA Hi-ACE (96-06) VAN (8%) 
NISSAN NV300 (16- ) VAN (7%) VAUXHALL VIVARO (11-14) VAN (8%) 
PEUGEOT EXPERT (07-16) VAN (5%) VW T5 TRANSPORTER (03-10) VAN (3%) 
RENAULT TRAFIC (14-16) dCi VAN (8%) VAUXHALL VIVARO (01-07) VAN (8%) 
TOYOTA PROACE (12-16) VAN (8%) VAUXHALL VIVARO (06-12) VAN (8%) 

 
 
 
 



           

 
Large Vans 
 

CAPId Large Van 

36948 SPRINTER 314CDI LONG DIESEL - 3.5t High Roof Van 
38787 MASTER LWB DIESEL FWD - LM35 ENERGY dCi 110 Business M/Roof Van [EURO 6] 
37909 TRANSIT 350 L3 DIESEL RWD - 2.0 TDCi 130ps H3 Van 
26863 SPRINTER 313CDI LONG DIESEL - 3.5t High Roof Van 
38198 BOXER 335 L3 DIESEL - 2.0 BlueHDi H2 Professional Van 130ps 
30637 TRANSIT 350 L3 DIESEL RWD - 2.2 TDCi 125ps H3 Van 
21930 MOVANO 35 L3 DIESEL FWD - 2.3 CDTI H2 Van 125ps 
38153 RELAY 35 L3 DIESEL - 2.0 BlueHDi H2 Van 130ps Enterprise 
42952 SPRINTER 314CDI L3 DIESEL RWD - 3.5t H2 Van 
37904 TRANSIT 350 L3 DIESEL RWD - 2.0 TDCi 130ps H2 Van 

 
Whilst the sector market share for Large Vans was down slightly in our research data last month at 14.9%, the average 
price performance was strong at 108.8%. On average, the guide values for this sector have gone up by +5.7% (£536), 
however, there are large number of model ranges which have had individual price adjustments; these are listed below. 
 

CITROEN RELAY E6 (16- ) VAN (8%) IVECO DAILY (14-16) VAN (6%) 
FORD TRANSIT E6  (19- ) T290 - T350 VAN (6%) LDV MAXUS (05-09) VAN (6%) 
LDV E5 (16- ) VAN (6%) M-B SPRINTER (13-19) 2-SERIES VAN (8%) 
M-B SPRINTER E6 (18- ) 3-SERIES VAN (8%) M-B SPRINTER (13-19) 3-SERIES VAN (8%) 
NISSAN NV400 E6 (16- ) VAN (6%) NISSAN INTERSTAR (03-11) VAN (6%) 
PEUGEOT BOXER E6 (16- ) VAN (8%) PEUGEOT BOXER (06-14) VAN (6%) 
RENAULT MASTER E6 (16-20) dCi VAN (0%) RENAULT MASTER (10-17) dCi VAN (8%) 
VW CRAFTER (17- ) VAN (3%) RENAULT TRUCKS MASTER (10-15) VAN (8%) 
CITROEN RELAY (14-16) VAN (8%) VAUXHALL MOVANO (03-10) VAN (8%) 
FIAT DUCATO (14- ) VAN (6%) VW CRAFTER (06-17) VAN (8%) 
FORD TRANSIT E6 (16-19) T290 - T350 VAN (6%) FIAT DUCATO (02-07) VAN (6%) 
IVECO DAILY E6 (14-20) VAN (6%) FORD TRANSIT (06-13) T350 - MESSING UNIT (6%) 
M-B SPRINTER E6 (16-19) 3-SERIES VAN (8%) FORD TRANSIT (06-14) T250 - T300 VAN (6%) 
NISSAN NV400 (11-20) VAN (6%) FORD TRANSIT (06-14) T330 - T350 VAN (6%) 
PEUGEOT BOXER (14-16) VAN (8%) M-B SPRINTER (06-13) 2-SERIES VAN (8%) 
RENAULT TRUCKS MASTER E6 (16- ) VAN (8%) M-B SPRINTER (06-13) 3-SERIES VAN (8%) 
VAUXHALL MOVANO (10-17) VAN (8%) M-B SPRINTER (06-13) FRIDGE PV (8%) 
VAUXHALL MOVANO E6 (16-19) VAN (2%) PEUGEOT BOXER (02-07) VAN (6%) 
VW CRAFTER E6 (16-17) VAN (8%) RENAULT MASTER (03-10) dCi VAN (8%) 
CITROEN RELAY (06-14) VAN (4%) VW LT (96-07) VAN (3%) 
FIAT DUCATO (06-14) VAN (6%) FORD TRANSIT (00-06) T260 T280 T300 VAN (6%) 
FORD TRANSIT (14-17) T290 - T350 VAN (6%) FORD TRANSIT (00-06) T330 T350 T350EL VAN (6%) 
IVECO DAILY (09-15) VAN (6%) IVECO DAILY (06-10) 3.5t VAN (6%) 

 
 
 
 



           

 
4x4 Pick-ups Workhorse 
 

CAPId 4x4 Pick-up Workhorse 

30784 HILUX DIESEL - Active D/Cab Pick Up 2.5 D-4D 4WD 144 
24963 D-MAX DIESEL - 2.5TD Double Cab 4x4 
38351 HILUX DIESEL - Active D/Cab Pick Up 2.4 D-4D 
30783 HILUX DIESEL - Active Extra Cab Pick Up 2.5 D-4D 4WD 144 
21665 HILUX DIESEL - HL2 D/Cab Pick Up 2.5 D-4D 4WD 144 
22413 RANGER DIESEL - Pick Up Double Cab XL 2.2 TDCi 150 4WD 
29907 DISCOVERY DIESEL - XS Commercial Sd V6 Auto 
34999 RANGER DIESEL - Pick Up Double Cab XL 2.2 TDCi 
35280 L200 DIESEL - Double Cab DI-D 151 4Life 4WD 
18664 L200 LWB DIESEL - Pick Up DI-D 4Work 4WD 134Bhp [2010] 

 
With a sector market share of 1.7%, as always, this sector accounts for only a relatively small proportion of the total used 
LCV sales this month and is largely driven by availability of stock. However, the average price performance has rocketed 
from around 93% in May, 98% in June to 107.3% last month. On average prices have gone up by +4.7% (£435) in this 
edition with the following notable exceptions…  
 

DACIA DUSTER (15- ) (3%) MITSUBISHI SHOGUN (00-16) (3%) 
ISUZU D-MAX DIESEL (17- ) (8%) TOYOTA HILUX (10-16)  D-4D WORK (8%) 
LAND ROVER (11-16) DEFENDER 90 110 130 TDCi (5%) FORD RANGER (11-16) PICK-UP WORK (3%) 
LAND ROVER DISCOVERY (18- ) EURO 6 (7%) ISUZU RODEO (03-06) WORK (8%) 
MITSUBISHI L200 (15- ) DI-D WORK (8%) LAND ROVER DISCOVERY (07-09) (7%) 
MITSUBISHI OUTLANDER (07- ) WORK (3%) MAZDA B-SERIES (99-07) PICK-UP (3%) 
MITSUBISHI OUTLANDER (14- ) WORK HYBRID EV (3%) MAZDA BT50 (06-08) WORK (3%) 
MITSUBISHI SHOGUN (14-18) (3%) MITSUBISHI L200 (06-10) DI-D WORK (8%) 
TOYOTA HILUX E6 (16- ) WORK (8%) NISSAN NAVARA (13-16) PICK UP (3%) 
FORD RANGER (15-19) CHASSIS PICK-UP WORK (3%) NISSAN TERRANO II (98-07) (3%) 
ISUZU D-MAX DIESEL (12-18) (8%) TOYOTA HILUX (07-10) D-4D WORK (8%) 
LAND ROVER (07-11) DEFENDER 90 110 130 TDCi (5%) FORD RANGER (09-11) PICK-UP WORK (3%) 
LAND ROVER DISCOVERY (09-19) (7%) MITSUBISHI L200 (04-07) TD/TD 113 WORK (8%) 
LAND ROVER FREELANDER (99-07) (3%) NISSAN NAVARA (05-08) WORK (3%) 
MITSUBISHI L200 (10-16) DI-D WORK (8%)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



           

 
4x4 Pick-ups Lifestyle 
 

CAPId 4x4 Pick-up Lifestyle SUV 

35006 RANGER DIESEL - Pick Up Double Cab Wildtrak 3.2 TDCi 200 Auto 
35284 L200 DIESEL - Double Cab DI-D 178 Barbarian 4WD 
35285 L200 DIESEL - Double Cab DI-D 178 Barbarian 4WD Auto 
35282 L200 DIESEL - Double Cab DI-D 178 Warrior 4WD 
39511 NAVARA DIESEL - Double Cab Pick Up Tekna 2.3dCi 190 4WD Auto 
35283 L200 DIESEL - Double Cab DI-D 178 Warrior 4WD Auto 
39510 NAVARA DIESEL - Double Cab Pick Up Tekna 2.3dCi 190 4WD 
39178 FULLBACK DIESEL - 2.4 180hp LX Double Cab Pick Up 
25079 AMAROK A32 DIESEL - D/Cab Pick Up Highline 2.0 BiTDI 180 BMT 4MTN Auto 
18622 L200 LWB LB DIESEL - Double Cab DI-D Barbarian 4WD 176Bhp 

 
In defiance of any threat of increasing uncertainty in the economy or recession, the sector market share for Lifestyle 4x4 
Pick-ups is up by around 4% month on month whilst the price performance is also up significantly at 105.7%. On average 
the guide prices have gone up by +3.8% (£476) in this edition, however, individual price adjustments have been made to 
model ranges listed below. 
 

FIAT FULLBACK (16- ) LIFE (0%) NISSAN NP300 NAVARA (16-16) LIFE (6%) 
FORD RANGER (19- ) PICK-UP LIFE (3%) SSANGYONG KORANDO SPORT (12-17) (2%) 
GREAT WALL (12- ) (8%) SSANGYONG MUSSO E6 (16-20) (2%) 
ISUZU D-MAX DIESEL (17- ) (5%) TOYOTA HILUX (10-16) D-4D LIFE (2%) 
M-B X-CLASS DIESEL (2017- ) (6%) VW AMAROK (11-17) LIFE (4%) 
MITSUBISHI L200 (15- ) DI-D LIFE (4%) FORD RANGER (11-16) PICK-UP LIFE (3%) 
MITSUBISHI SHOGUN (19 - ) (4%) ISUZU RODEO (03-07) LIFE (5%) 
NISSAN NAVARA E6 (16- ) LIFE (6%) MITSUBISHI L200 (01-07) TD/TD 113 LIFE (4%) 
SSANGYONG KORANDO E6 (16- ) (2%) NISSAN NAVARA (10-16) LIFE (6%) 
SSANGYONG MUSSO E6 (18- ) (2%) TOYOTA HILUX (01-10) PICK-UP LIFE (2%) 
TOYOTA HILUX E6 (16- ) LIFE (2%) FORD RANGER (09-11) LIFE (3%) 
VW AMAROK (16- ) LIFE (4%) NISSAN NAVARA (05-07) LIFE (6%) 
FORD RANGER (15-19) PICK-UP LIFE (3%) NISSAN NAVARA (06-10) LIFE (6%) 
ISUZU D-MAX DIESEL (12-18) (5%) FORD RANGER (02-06) PICK-UP LIFE (3%) 
ISUZU RODEO (07-12) LIFE (5%) FORD RANGER (06-09) PICK-UP LIFE (3%) 
MAZDA BT50 (08-10) LIFE (2%) NISSAN NAVARA (03-05) LIFE (6%) 
MITSUBISHI L200 (06-16) DI-D LIFE (4%)  

 
Ken Brown 
LCV Valuations Editor 

 

 

 



           

 

HGV Market Overview 

Auctions have reopened for business again following lockdown, but strict rules are in force regarding viewing, bidding, deliveries 
and collections. Most are offering on-line bidding only with physical attendance being prevented or dissuaded. 

We have viewed several auctions on-line for the purpose of research and whilst offering a reasonable alternative for many, 
auctions are no longer the same experience. Viewing and appraising vehicles is best done in the flesh when tyres can be kicked 
and engines listened to, but it may be a while before we return to that, so we have to make do with what we’ve got.  

Since re-opening auctions have maintained good stock levels and brisk sales have been occurring, some auctions having very 
good conversion rates on-the-day. 

Older equipment, which was struggling pre-lockdown, has seen increased interest and it is finding buyers much more easily. The 
values of some pre-Euro 6 vehicles have seen a bit of a renaissance and many are trading well with increased values being 
witnessed. Perhaps the deferral of implementing clean air zones and increased export interest may be helping.  

The same cannot be said for Euro 6 values which continue to be pressed. There may be a case for some vendors who have been 
sitting on stock during the pandemic being pressured to accept reduced values in order to realise much needed cash, could be 
just one of the reasons causing values to fall. 

It may be some time before we see how the market settles. Is the increased trade a temporary blip? Will the increased export 
activity continue? Will auction stocks remain high? Will buyer confidence remain strong? Plenty of questions only time will 
answer. 

An abundance of fresh stock has been available at all sales including further substantial offerings of Euro 6 vehicles from leading 
truck rental and leasing companies along with more specialist vehicles direct from finance companies, all of which generated 
good interest and generated sales. 

Dealers are receiving enquiries for vehicles, but price continues to be a major stumbling factor when trying to source suitable 
vehicles, as one trader advised ‘customers are wanting a Rolls-Royce for the price of a Mini’. This could be another factor 
contributing to the diminishing values of many Euro 6 vehicles. 

Manufacturers, some who have operated throughout the pandemic, have been selling vehicles steadily and it appears it has 
given them an opportunity to dispose of vehicles into the trade which have been in stock for a considerable period, particularly 
tractor units. 

Records from the auctions we viewed on-line indicate that the average number of auction entries increased by almost 11% 
compared to pre-lockdown, and the number of on-the-day truck sales increased by over 16% in relation to total entries, whilst 
trailer sales increased by almost 40% during the same period. This is based on seven auctions and a total of 1131 viewed lots and 
as we always remind you these are ‘hammer sales’ on-the-day and converted provisional sales are not included.  
 
One auction reports that interest remained strong despite coronavirus and conversion rates of provisional sales are around 60%. 
 
This month’s research indicates that:   
 



           

 
• 7.5t to 12t – The values of Euro 6 vehicles have generally moved downwards. Any drop in value being dependent on 

manufacturer and body derivative. Tippers and dropsides are the exception and are currently performing well. Values of 
some Euro 5 vehicles have increased following strong sales recently and likewise to a lesser extent some pre-Euro 5 
vehicles.  

• 13t to 18t – Values are performing similar to those of the 7.5t to 12t sector. Euro 6 values are in decline with some 
exceptions, particularly tippers and skips. Again, it depends on manufacturer and body type. Euro 5 vehicles have seen 
some values rise a little, Likewise some Pre-Euro 5 derivatives.  

• Multi-wheel rigids – Whilst values of hook-loaders and flats remain fairly stable all other body types have seen values fall 
to varying degrees. Generally, the newer the vehicle the greater the decrease in value. 

• Tractor units – 6x2 units are suffering from over supply, the result being that with a few exceptions values are down 
across all Euro standards.  
4x2 and 6x4 examples have also seen most values decline across all Euro emissions. 

• Trailers – Most types have seen a small downward movement in values. 

It should be noted that vehicle values have not changed since April and the above observations have all occurred following the 
lifting of the lockdown. Because the amount of sales data currently available for analysis is considerably depleted compared to 
that pre-Covid 19 movements in values may have been tempered.  

7.5t to 12t Vehicles 

Plenty of stock is available to select from, particularly boxes, whereas dropsides and tippers are currently less common and are 
attracting more interest.  

Pre-Euro 6 vehicles have become more popular and whilst older equipment is performing better at the moment, Euro 6 vehicles 
have become much more numerous and as buyers become more discerning values of most Euro 6 types are falling. The most 
desirable lots remain late registered low mileage examples. 

Several sleeper cab vehicles have been noted recently which do not necessarily attract additional attention. Indeed, in some 
cases the opposite can be true as they often carry higher mileage.  

Refuse vehicles at this weight are not common and a batch of tidy ones are all changing hands, but they are not achieving 
anything spectacular price wise.  

Several tilt and slide car transporters, which normally provoke strong bidding, fell flat and failed to sell. It is possible that end 
users who often bid on these vehicles in person are not bidding on-line, resulting in less interest in such vehicles at present. 
However, even strong bidding does not always result in a sale. 

A small number of Isuzu and Mitsubishi vehicles with manual gearboxes proved popular lots and are being traded but automatic 
gearbox versions are having much greater difficulty finding buyers at realistic values 

Fridges remain numerous, particularly pre-Euro 6 examples which can easily be found on whatever chassis one desires, however 
a successful sale may be dependent not just on mileage and condition but also on the fridge unit attached and the body 
specification. 

Late Euro 6 examples at auction included a new and unregistered MAN TGL10.190 day cab beavertail, a 2019 19 plate Mercedes-
Benz Atego 1018 day cab dropside and a 2019 69 plate MAN TGL10.190 dropside. 
 



           

 
13t to 18t Vehicles 

With lots more Euro 6 examples appearing for sale values are falling across most manufacturers and body types. Older vehicles 
are performing better and achieving good sales values at present, however the number of boxes and fridges currently available 
may stifle interest somewhat in the coming weeks and we may then see values start to struggle a little.  

More Euro 5 15 tonne and 18 tonne fridges have appeared, most being of similar specification despite them coming from a 
variety of operators.  

Good skip loaders remain popular and gully suckers, sweepers and other specialist utility vehicles continue to attract good 
interest, but high capital cost when new often results in such vehicles having unrealistic reserve values which prevents most first-
time sales. 

Several double deck car carriers with five or six car capacity have appeared recently, but even the cleanest examples with 
reasonable kilometres struggled to command realistic sale offers. 

Late registered vehicles at auction included a 2020 20 plate MAN TGM 18.290 LX cab flat with Palfinger PK19.001 crane, a 2020 
20 plate MAN TGM 18.290 LX cab curtainside with tail lift, a 2019 19 plate DAF C320 Space cab box with tail lift and a new and 
unregistered MAN TGM 18.250 day cab skip loader. 

Multi-wheelers  

Values of Euro 6 vehicles have generally suffered apart from some platforms and hook-loaders which remain relatively scarce. 
Tippers whilst selling are not achieving pre-pandemic values. 

Unless late registered, 6x2 boxes, curtains and fridges are attracting less interest but anything that sports a crane or can carry 
plant remains popular and unlike tippers age and condition and mileage are a more important consideration. 

Refuse trucks are readily available but specifications need to meet the buyer’s requirements. Tidy examples of around seven to 
ten years old have been selling but usually most that do appear fail to attract bids sufficient to conclude a sale. Some older 
examples are also selling but not for their true value with some appearing to be sold for breaking. 

Hook-loaders, skips and platforms are the most popular derivatives at the moment, whereas draw-bar outfits of any type and car 
carrier rigs struggle to muster any real enthusiasm.  

A sprinkling of suction tankers stimulated interest whilst some older cement mixers in poor condition, failed to provoke any 
realistic interest. 

A good selection of interesting late plate vehicles included a 2019 19 plate Scania P410 XT 8x4 day cab hook-loader, a 2017 17 
plate Space cab DAF CF460 8x2 cheesewedge beavertail, a new and unregistered MAN TGM 26.320 6x2 day cab dropside with an 
Hiab X Duo 148 B-2 crane with grab and a 2019 19 plate day cab Volvo FMX460 8x2 beavertail with VBG drawbar coupling. 

Tractor Units 

Vendors wishing to dispose of tractor units will find it a little difficult to achieve top value at present due to the large volume 
across all emission standards currently available. Fleet specification 6x2 examples of most marques can easily be found, and it is 
the higher specification examples which are currently attracting most attention. Values of 4x2 and 6x4 examples have also fallen. 



           

 
Exceptions include Euro 6 Iveco Strailis which appear at auction less often than most other marques which is helping their values 
whereas Mercedes-Benz Actros values appear to be settling down, but other than that there is little good news. 

There is even a good supply of DAF FA LF urban tractor units available at present which can be purchased with or without a single 
axle brewery trailer.  

A late plate example at auction included a 2019 69 plate DAF XF530 6x2 twin rear lift Superspace plated at 80 tonnes with only 
25,000 kilometres. It provoked strong bidding but failed to reach its reserve value.  

Trailers 

The number of trailers available for sale at auctions has dwindled compared to pre-pandemic times but there has been some 
strong sales performances with good quantities being sold, however that has not prevented a small decrease in value for most 
types. The exceptions to this remain platforms which have performed well recently, particularly newer examples, extendable 
versions and those with twist locks fitted. 

The decrease in container traffic during the pandemic has not resulted in the market being flooded with skeletal trailers as 
expected which can only mean that work is still being found for them.  

A number of late trailers which attracted good attention include a 2019 Montracon tri-axle scrap tipper, a 2019 SDC 11.4m tri-
axle step frame flat, a 2015 Montracon MT45 tri-axle machine carrier and a selection of tidy drawbar flat trailers.  

Rob Smith 
HGV Valuations Editor 

 

 

 

 


